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Katarína Fichnová, Lucia Spálová*
SUCCESSFUL MANAGERS – THEIR COMPETENCES,
DEMANDS OF PRACTICE AND STIMULATION OF ABILITIES
Abstract
This article deals with the identification of characteristics, abilities and competences of successful managers in
the field of creative industry. In this work it is assumed that creativity and communication skills are
unchangeable for a successful manager and it reflects new views of R. Florida on the connectivity between
creativity and economic growth. The article presents what kind of creative competences future managers
– students dispose (results show a high score of creativity) and in a short survey monitors creative abilities of
managers from practice (paradoxically they reach the low score). It is also focused on real demands of praxis
and suggests techniques for development of creativity, emotional intelligence and communication competences.
The contribution was supported by grant VEGA 1/0399/11.
Key words: manager, praxis, creativity, practice of communication skills.

Introduction
Performance and success of the company depends not only on overall potential of the
company and employees’ production, but mainly on abilities and competences of managers
on all levels. Nowadays, a good manager is considered the same as any other “product”. “For
their acquisition, companies are willing to pay for so called brain hunters1 even more than
20 000 Euros.”(Krekáč, 2007, pp. 1-5). According to Joseph McCool, analyst searching for
and choosing managers, the right choice for leading positions was the hot topic in 2005
(Švorcová, 2010, pp. 4-7). The selection is aimed on the selection of the highest quality
managers.

* Katarína Fichnová, Doc., Mgr., PhD., university teacher, Constantine the Philosopher Univesity in Nitra, Tr.
A. Hlinku 2, 949 01 Nitra, Slovak Republic. Lucia Spálová, Mgr., PhD., university teacher, Constantine the
Philosopher Univesity in Nitra, Tr. A. Hlinku 2, 949 01 Nitra, Slovak Republic.
1
There is a term “brain catchers” used in Slovak conditions, but in Anglo – Saxon countries the term
“headhunter” is used to emphasize that the mentality is valuable. The brain is not enough. In Slovakia, “brain
catching” could have negative connotations resulting from historical events linked to lilling.
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What are the demands of a successful manager? In the following parts we will try to outline
how these demands are presented in the academic world and we will point out the different
normative publications for future managers. At the same time we will present characteristics
of future managers – students of Master’s degrees – who have specializations in management
in their graduate´s profile. The short study, which is a part of a more broad conceived
research, will indicate what actual managers in Slovakia are like. In the next part we will
describe the real demands of practice and we will suggest methods and concrete trainings
activities that can help managers to draw near the abilities and competences of top and sought
out representatives of managerial occupation in the creative industry.

Demands on personality and abilities of a manager
Demands on personality and abilities of a manager mentioned in research and
academic sphere
Expert knowledge within certain specialization and the knowledge of management itself
belong to basic requirements for a successful manager, as agreed by several authors, i.a. Šuler
(2008, p. 5), Tuma (1990, p. 109), Bělohlávek et. al. (2006, p. 44) and many others. A good
manager should have communication skills, the ability to lead people and should be able to
organize his or her tasks (Šuler, 2008, p. 5). Some authors even present “personal quality
criteria” as one of the preconditions of a manager’s success. Bedrnová and Nový (1998, pp.
300-303) include here work and personal competences, social competences, positive thinking
and positive acting, willingness to work and motivation for achievement, the high level of
aspiration and effort of will, the ability of self-control, developed ethic and aesthetic feeling,
creativity, understanding and tolerance, sense of humor, and willingness to work on oneself.
Adair (1993), based on research with successful managers mentions those characteristics, that
are considered by scientists as the most valuable for Top management: the ability to decide,
lead people, personal integrity, enthusiasm for work, imagination, willingness to work hard,
analytical skills, empathy, the ability to grasp the opportunity, the ability to deal with
unpleasant situations, the ability to quickly adjust to changes, the ability to express yourself
clearly, brightness, curiosity and others. Many of these aforementioned characteristics of
a successful manager are considered as a part of communication competences, creative skills
and their elements.2
Both of these competences – creativity and communication – are becoming key competences
nowadays. In relation to this, Neill (2001, p. 14) says that 80% of higher and middle managers
in USA claim that innovation and creativity is their highest priority. But only 10% of the
same managers have claimed that they are good at it. Author found out that the majority of
2

A part of communication competences and social intelligence from Adair’s (1993) list is for example: the
ability to decide, the ability to lead people, understanding others, the ability to solve unpleasant situations,...; part
of creative abilities and creative personality skills from this list: imagination, the ability to grasp the
opportunity, the ability to adjust quickly to changes, the ability to express clearly, brightness, curiosity and
others.
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managers identify with the statement, "Creativity is the life-blood..." Data about the level of
managerial creative skills are not available for this research.
The need for creativity and communication skills, emotional intelligence is confirmed by the
newest analyses focused on the identification of economic growth catalyzers in society. In
connection to this, in 2004 there was an article on the website EurActiv.sk (enlarged Slovak
version of Brussel’s website EurActiv.com) published by I-Europa s.r.o. The aim of the
article is to inform about course of events in the EU and about development of European
politics. In relation to so called creative era, the article based on a study of think-tank Demos
called “Europe in the creative era” was published. This study came up with a new indicator of
competitiveness and with surprising findings: creativity has outstanding whole-society
meaning, while its existence proves that there is significant relation between creativity and
economic growth. These facts are shown in the studies of Florida and Tinagli (2004, p. 12).
Creative potential is one of the crucial parts of the overall production potential of each
society. As a result of this there are so far unknown but effective solutions of existing or
future tasks or problems. Fišera (1990, p. 181) defines creative potential as a part of overall
potential of the society which reacts the most to changes and needs of the future development
and which influences its complex innovative potential the most (there are: facilities,
flexibility, employees, sources) and dynamics and therefore economic effectiveness. It is
a complex and dynamic case, as well as a measuring tool of competitiveness. Creative
potential comprises of the following three components:
Creative subjects – creative individuals, work groups and teams, organizational units and
their characteristics, skills, abilities. Tellis (2000, p. 620) refers to employees as the most
important force of the agency. According to the authors Horňák and Holková (2003, p. 3)
creative potential of a personality can be expressed by this equation:
IQ + EQ = PP
PP + BP = CP
These codes authors decode as follows: IQ is rational intelligence3, EQ is emotional
intelligence, and altogether they make personality potential (PP). Further, according to
aforementioned authors, “if during the process there is a development of the behavioral
intelligence, behavioral potential (SP), it means the impetus for the development of manager´s
creative potential of manager (CP).“ (Horňák, Holková, 2003, p. 3).4

3

Authors‘ note: we do not consider the term “rational“ to be correctly chosen, it would be more appropriate to
use the term IQ in terminological way as general intellectual abilities or intelligence quotient.
4
According to I. Fišera (1990) attitudes and group coherence, tendencies for cooperation or to conflicts in
working groups belong to components of creative subjects. We assume that it would be better to integrate these
components to another group (2): patterns of behavior, even though the permeation of both groups is evident.
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Patterns of creative behavior in agency – meaning that it is prescribed and used procedures
and methods of problems and tasks solving. They mostly regulate relations between managers
and creative groups while handing out the topics, their appraisal and evaluation, as well as
serving information.
Again in this part, personality of manager and his way of leading plays a significant role.
Researches indicate (Zelina, 1992a, p. 73; Dacey, Lennon, 2000, p. 250; Fuchsová, 2005, pp.
67-75; Wojciechowski, 2008, pp. 10-17; Satková, Wojciechowski, 2002, pp. 71-84) that there
is a relationship between leadership style and manifested creativity of workers. Also there is
a small link between the leadership style and the atmosphere and climate at the workplace.
Part of the authors use both terms as synonyms, other part refers to term atmosphere as „..the
reflection of actual state of the group... [characterizing] short-term relationships in the
group...“ as it is stated by M. Zelina (1993, p. 34). Meanwhile the term climate refers to longterm relationships in the group including: perception of people (Satková, 2002, pp. 154-156;
Szabo, 2008, pp. 336-345), ways of cooperation, leadership style. Jaššo (2009, p. 175) calls
this behavior the humanistic culture of organization that is characterized by a low degree of
structure (freedom) and prevailing friendliness towards their members. These values are
considered important: individualism, creativity, flight, tolerance, democracy, respect to
individuals, while advantages are: support of free-thinking, conditions for expert and personal
growth, quality psychogenic climate and honest and friendly interpersonal relations.
Real facilities of creative work – in other words tangible and intangible conditions of
creative work such as payroll funds, information base, instrumentation, IT equipment,
working environment, etc. (Fuchsová, 2005, pp. 67-75).
All mentioned parts of creative potential are part of the ultimate condition of competitiveness
in each society, company or agency and as such they strongly depend on creative and
communication skills of a manager. In changing environments empowered by more and more
demanding requests of clients (through the demand of their own target group/s), it is the
creativity that helps manage these tasks.

Abilities and qualification of future managers
Most universities select applicants for studies according to specified criteria. Only those
applicants should be accepted, who have required abilities and personal capabilities. In this
case it is an adequate estimate and setting of the selected criteria. At Constantine the
Philosopher University in Nitra, in our study program we conduct a selection of applicants on
the basis of their output in tests for creative thinking (among other criteria). Usually we use
the modification of Torrance’s tests of creative thinking in adaption to the Slovak population
provided by Jurčová (1984a, 1984b).
This test is criticized by some authors who think that this method identifies only divergent
thinking and not creativity as such (compare Kováč, Matejík, 1994, pp. 126-134). In our
previous research with 70 university students from the third year with average age 21 years
4
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and 5,6 months had been shown by the usage of a complex creativity test – Urban's test of
creativity (Urban, Jellen, Kováč, 2002, p. 50) that students indeed do achieve higher scores
than average population (AM 39,38, sd 9,38; standardized score: AM 30,7, sd 10,9) even
though we used other criteria than that for the potential acceptance of students as well.
However, in this program we have not included personal capabilities and in an acceptance test
we identify only knowledge, skills and abilities and academic capabilities (by the means of
standardized test of managerial capabilities), although these can influence in a considerable
way the success of a future manager. Successfully defended diploma thesis of Gubáňová
(2008,. 73) calls attention to the need for the integration of this kind of criteria. She
investigated personal capabilities of our students to work as managers. According to her
findings, only 28,85% of tested students have personal capabilities needed for future
employment in management.

Abilities of current managers - survey
Goal and hypothesis
Stemming from aforementioned facts, we tried to map creative skills of managers in our
country. The goal was to identify the level of creativity. The study is an introductory survey to
broadly conceived research.
Hypothesis: We assume the above-standard average level of creativity (minimum of 1 sd
above arithmetic average for the reference population) in the whole explored sample of
managers in marketing-communication agencies in comparison to presented standard score
from the manual of The Test of Creative Thinking – drawing production designed by K. K.
Urban, H. G. Jellen, T. Kováč (2002, p. 50).
Characteristic of research sample and methods
Research sample in this study consisted of 84 probands (average age=30; sd=7,70). The high
standard deviation suggests a quite high age variability in research sample which included
both young managers as well as experienced ones. The youngest participant was 21, the oldest
was 59. The average stated practice in the field was 5,69 years (sd 6,47). Sample included
quite balanced men-women ratio with a slight prevalence of women (35 men, 46 women).
We used The Test of Creative Thinking – drawing production of K. K. Urban and H. G. Jellen
(Urban, Jellen, Kováč, 2002, p. 50) hereinafter as TCT-DP which belongs to newer creativity
identification tools. Test is to a great extent independent from knowledge (culture-fair).
Authors declare that alongside quantitative information about cognitive abilities provided by
traditional tests of divergent thinking, TCT-DP enables to evaluate the answers in qualitative
categories. Test takes into consideration two aspects of creativity: cognitive and personality.
5
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Personality dimensions of creativity identifiable by the test are: the complexity of view,
courage to take a risk, humor, affectivity and unconventionality. Drawings incited by stimulus
picture are evaluated according to eleven scoring items (e.g. new components, connection
etc.). K. K. Urban (1991, pp. 177-191) mentions considerable sensibility of TCT-DP that
enables the identification of qualitative changes stages in creativity.
Analysis and interpretation of results
According to findings, our sample was quite heterogenous as indicated by high standard
deviations exceeding the average score almost in all identified criteria (table 1). The overall
average test score of examined sample is low in comparison with norms presented in manual.
For our category, there is a stated average of 30,70 (sd 10,90), while our sample reached the
average of 19,91 points (sd 10,86). As shown above, students reached the score of 39,38 (sd
9,38), however this sample is not typical because during admissions applicants are put
through the test of creativity. For the purposes of statistical significance calculation we used
to test the of median accordance with a known constant, while our findings indicate that abs
(t vyp)>t tab (see table 2). In conclusion we can say that hypothesis H1 was not confirmed:
the results didn´t show higher creativity score in examined sample compared to the average
score of common population shown in The Test of Creative Thinking – drawing production of
K. K. Urban ,H. G. Jellen and T. Kováč (2002, p. 50) manual.
Table 1. Average scores and standard deviations for individual criteria of creativity and for the overall
score in Urban's Test of Creative Thinking – drawing production (Urban, Jellen, Kováč, 2002, p. 50) for
the research sample of employees from marketing-communication agencies (or departments of marketing
communication in companies).

crieteria
Wf
Eg
Ne
Vz
Vth
Bfa
Bfu
Pe
Hu
Uk
Zf
together

Managers’ file, N=84
AM
Sd
4,79
1,16
4,20
1,47
1,13
1,27
2,77
2,29
3,05
2,57
1,04
2,16
0,56
1,27
1,24
1,19
0,05
0,34
0,27
0.47
0.82
1,35
19,92
10,86

Mode
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
20

Median
5
5
1
3
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
19

Min.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max.
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
2
3
46

AM
mi0
n
vyber.sd
sqrt (n)
NORMSIN
V
t vyp

19,92
30,7
81
10,86
9
2,5758
3
-8,9337

Legends:
AM – arithmetical average
Sd – standard deviation
Mode – the most frequent value in data set
Median – average value in data set
Min. – minimum value in data set
Max. – maximum value in data set
Wf – the first criterion of Urban’s test of creative
thinking (Urban, Jellen, Kováč, 2002) (TSD-Z)

Vz – the fourth criterion TSD-Z –connections in drawings
Vth – criteria TSD-Z – thematic connections
Bfa - criteria TSD-Z – exceeding of borders
Bfu - criterion TSD-Z
Pe - criterion TSD-Z – perspective vision
Hu - criterion TSD-Z
Uk - criterion TSD-Z
Zf - criterion TSD-Z
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Eg – the second criterion
Ne – the third criterion TSD-Z

together – the overall score in TSD-Z
Source: own research.

Authors’ Note: In legends, we don’t show all the titles of examined criteria TSD-Z in order to
avoid possible popularization of individual investigated areas of a used test and so that the
copyright law is not infringed.
Presented low score is difficult to interpret. We assume that one of the factors is the
heterogeneity of sample. It is not only educational heterogeneity (some managers didn’t have
appropriate qualification), but there are large differences in the length of practice. Applied test
identifies mostly figural creativity and even though the space for verbal creativity is
represented, it was not the ultimate goal to record this type of creativity. Part of the sample
may apply creative potential in a different way as the test has shown. The next reason found
that a low average score might be a weak motivation to fill in the test and focus on duties at
work, when filling in of test could be perceived as a waste of time needed for concrete tasks
and assignments (in the context of low return rate and low completeness rate of acquired
material (there were only 84 protocols used out of 128, that is 65,62 %, this reason seems to
be the most probable).
The assumption for the low motivation for the completion of the test is supported by
statistical measure of min., which represents the lowest acquired value in data set. It shows the
value of zero. According to K. K. Urban (1991, p. 177-191), one of the authors of the used
test who presented data on the development of creativity as well as the states of creativity
development in relation to typical schemes of test execution, should adults be according to the
level of examined abilities on the level of toddlers or pre-schoolers (it is less probable).
According to author it refers to the stage of initial accommodation of stimulus elements up to
the stage of the first assimilation that doesn´t regard creative drawings. The minimum value
of achieved score for referential population in test manual is 11 points. We assume that the
low rate of motivation in examined sample regards only some of the subjects with real
average level of creativity (and presented below average – under 10 points (included), we
identified 15 subjects which is 17,6% of research sample), and did not influence subjects with
high level of creativity who according to various studies and authors (Rogers, 1983, p. 308;
Amabile, 1989; Perkins, 1995, p. 212 and others) and according to our previous findings
(Fichnová, Satková, 2002, pp. 262-267) (more creative individuals are more intrinsically
motivated and they consider the task as a opportunity to apply creative ideas, to realize ones
potential and to be challenged. In other words: creative people will mostly express as creative
individuals, those with an average level of creativity need an external stimulation (e.g. in the
form of a reward) in order to manifest their creativity. The presented obstacle of respondents´
low motivation concerns great amount of research works, where the data collection in terrain
is necessary.
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Demands from practice
The abovementioned information have presented understanding of experts and results of
research trying to find characteristics, skills, competences and abilities of managers that
would determined their effective performance and successful mastering of manager’s tasks.
The extent to which these characteristics overlap with the demand of practice tried to
determine the graduate student of Mass Media Communication and Advertising Mikulášik
(2009, p. 55) in his qualification thesis. He analyzed job offers for managers on the website
Profesia.sk in the short random period of time (28.-29.3.2009). He identified 64 free job
opportunities for managers in the field of marketing, PR, advertising from the whole Slovakia
(represented regions: Bratislava, Trnava, Trenčín, Nitra, Žilina, Prešov, Banská Bystrica and
Košice).
Table 2. Percentage of job offers asking for presented abilities and skills of managers on the website
profesia.sk during monitored period.
Required skill/ability…
Communication skills
Autonomy
Flexibility
Presentation skills
Representative acting
Creativity
Responsibility
Team player
Business skills

%
60
44
35
27
21
18
18
17
17

Required skill/ability…
High working verve
Organizational skills
Strategic thinking
Analytic thinking
Negotiation skills
Willingness to learn new things
Stress resistibility
Motivation
Goal determination

%
13
13
11
11
11
10
8
8
8

Source: Mikulášik, J.( 2009). Rozvoj manažérskych kompetencií [The development of managerial competences].
Bachelor’s thesis. Supervisor: Fichnová, K., Nitra: Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra, Slovakia:
2009. p. 55.

The results of aforementioned research indicate the coherence with the opinions of experts we
have mentioned in theoretical part of our work. The difference is only in the fact that
communication and its components, as well as creativity and its components (e.g. flexibility,
autonomy,...)are even more attractive for employers’ interest who employ managers than the
above mentioned authors have mentioned.
Possibilities of creative skills, potential, communicative competence and eq stimulation
of managers
In concordance with stated facts and relatively insufficient performances of investigated
sample of managers in the test of creative abilities, there is a need of targeted creativity
stimulation (compare for example Janková, 2009) altogether with communication skills and
competences stimulation (Hamranová et. al., 2008, pp. 429-431; Mikuláš, 2010) by the
program directed for managers and practice. In the time of economy recession, various
8
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counter-arguments against this kind of „above standard“ can be heard, but it is necessary to
take into consideration fact, stated by Florida (2004, p. 221): „...the key to growth does not lie
in decreasing of business expenses, but in subsiding highly-educated people and in their
productivity. This grouping of human capital is even more important for economic growth
than grouping of society”.
According to discoveries of Toffler and Toffler (2001, pp. 76-78), on average successful
companies invest more into R&D, trainings, education and human resources. The biggest
assets of these companies are knowledge and skills of their employees. Because of this,
training of communication and creative skills in the process of university preparation of future
creative industry employees plays an important role. One of the possibilities is to focus on the
training of business games as mentioned by Birknerová (2010, p. 4-15). These games can be
seen as special, content limited, group of simulation games. The essence of simulation
business games is a creation of quasi real environment where participants are gaining
necessary experience for consequent reflection. Simulating business games allow the
development of all human capital components (not only knowledge, for example). The
development of human capital is more complex, it comprises multiple levels. At the same
time it is more effective because it comes out from personal practical skills of participants.
They can contribute to the identification of possible problems in this area and they can help to
find optimal solution so that the key knowledge, skills and abilities could be used more
effectively for the fulfillment of business goals. Forssén-Nyberg and Hakamäki (1998)
emphasize these basic features of simulating games: 1. every simulation game must reflect the
reality; 2. the part of simulating game is also the active social communication of living
participants; 3. one of the goals is reality evaluation, self-evaluation and reflection. Present
findings indicate that in the future human sciences, especially psychology and sociology will
act as one of the most important part of management conception (along with expert
knowledge) We agree with authors (Poláček, 2010; Komárková, 2001; Bedrnová et al. 1998),
who assume that it will not be only about traditional completion of knowledge from the area
of communication, creativity, motivation, team work, etc. as the necessary assumptions of
effective managerial situation handling, but it will be also about understanding management
as an activity within which it is not possible to isolate its technical and social aspects.

Conclusion
To conclude, we can say that creativity and communication skills are irreplaceable for
a successful manager. It is not only about traditional knowledge completion from the area of
communication, creativity, motivation and team work as necessary assumptions of effective
coping with managing situation, but it is also about understanding of management as an
activity where it is not possible to isolate its technical and social aspects. Demands from
practice show that presented competences are desirable and they assure competitiveness
among companies in creative industry.
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Iurii Melnyk
THE CORRIERE DELLA SERA IN THE YEARS OF
CONSOLIDATION OF THE FASCIST
DICTATORSHIP IN ITALY: OPPOSITIONAL OR
NOT?
Abstract
The article analyzes the position of the leading Italian daily newspaper, the Corriere della Sera, and its director
Luigi Albertini during the years of the fascist regime consolidation in Italy (1919-1925). It also investigates the
factors that determined this position and outlines its impact on the catastrophic situation with journalism,
freedom of speech and democracy in Italy in the following period, from 1926 on.
Keywords: Corriere della Sera, Luigi Albertini, italian fascism, Bolshevism, the consolidation of dictatorship,
opposition press

Introduction
Starting with Mussolini’s rise to power in Italy (1922), the division of the leading Italian
newspapers into pro-fascist and anti-fascist was more or less consolidated. Regarding the
former, historians of the press mention among them the Idea Nazionale (Rome), the Restodel
Carlino (Bologna), the Piccolo (Trieste), the Gazzettadi Venezia (Venice). Among the titles
of anti-fascist orientation there were the Rivoluzione Liberale (Turin), a newspaper of the
Republican party the Voce Repubblicana, a Catholic organ the Popolo, a socialist reformist
title the Giustizia, a socialist maximalist newspaper the Avanti!, a communist newspaper the
Ordine Nuovo, and others [Forno 2005, pp. 7-13]. But there was a third cohort of influential
Italian newspapers (of liberal orientation) which took an ambiguous position in relation to the
new government Mussolini headed. Milanian newspaper the Corriere della Sera, the most
popular Italian title both in the 1920s and today (herein after called Corriere) belonged to this
group.
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This ambiguity has been interpreted by researchers in very different ways. Céleste Herberichs
ignores it entirely, writing about the mentor and informal director of the Corriere, senator
Luigi Albertini, as a model fighter against fascism [Herberichs 1967]. Paolo Alatri, generally
negatively aimed at him, affirms that “Albertini took from the 28th October 1922 openly
hostile position toward fascism.” [Алатри 1961, p. 404]. According to Frank Rosengarten,
Albertini “had looked with sympathy on the fascist regime’s efforts to quell social disorder
and factional strife that had characterized Italian life in the years immediately following the
World War I.” [Rosengarten 1968]. And Paul Devendittis, writing about Albertini, attributes
to him “desperate political, not moral, act – the support of a movement of forceful authority,
namely fascism, in 1921-22.” [Devendittis 1976, p. 142]. As we see, the dissonance in
judgments is quite evident.
The purpose of this article is to define the attitude of the Corriere and Luigi Albertini toward
fascism as a political phenomenon and toward the state power in the years of consolidation of
the fascist dictatorship in Italy.

Corriere della Sera in the years that preceded the government of Mussolini
Having held the position of the Corriere’s director in 1900, Albertini transformed it from
a provincial and vague newspaper into the most authoritative title in the country, with
independent guidelines that had real influence on politics. Sometimes this influence was
epoch-making; as the historian of journalism Glauco Licata showed, the Corriere made
a decisive contribution to justification in the eyes of the multitude for Italy’s entry into World
War I [Licata 1976, pp. 167-173].
The director of the Corriere was one of those conservative minded journalists who were very
anxious about the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917, and the instability in Europe
provoked by it. Albertini’s newspaper dedicated a lot of attention to Bolshevik Russia and
almost never failed to unmask the fake essence of it. “With this regime, Russia is moving
toward a welfare state of exhaustion for the multitudes and of easy life for the bosses of
organizations”, Luigi Einaudi writes in January 1920.1 The authors of the newspaper
understood that the Bolsheviks had built an antidemocratic state, that was maintained by the
military forces. A reader of the Corriere found out about “daily terror”2 in Leninist Russia,
about “the hunger and the precipice of misery in which one hundred million people were
thrown”.3 “In some provinces the Soviet commissars came down to deprive people of extreme
resources in order to maintain the soldiers in a sweeping manner; the Bolshevik leaders seek
to fulfill a double purpose, to attain the fidelity of the troops and to exercise the terrible
pressure of hunger on indifferent or rebellious masses.”4

1

L. Einaudi, “Dove sono I fannulloni?,” Corriere della Sera, January 9, 1920.
“La Russia bolscevica tra la fame e la guerra,” Ibid., May 19, 1920.
3
“Dalla situazione russa all’assetto adriatico,” Ibid., February 1, 1920.
4
“I successi delle armate rosse,” Ibid., January 8, 1920.
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The Corriere praised new governor of Hungary Miklós Horthy, the oppressor of the
Hungarian Soviet Republic, as a hero: “The land has again sounded under the steps of Magyar
regiments and seems to feel free. His [Horthy’s] name was like a flag elevated above the
ruins.”5 There were also positive comments in the newspaper about German General Walther
von Lüttwitz, the oppressor of the Spartacist uprising in Berlin under the guidance of Karl
Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg in January 1919.6
In 1919-20, when the flame of revolution seemed to be about to spread over Italy, the
Corriere was strongly opposed to the numerous labour riots and strikes, defending “the justice
towards the other classes” and “the social order.”7 There was a newspaper controversy
between Albertini’s title and the socialist organ Avanti!, which encouraged those strikes.8 The
Corriere affirms that the labour strikes have a political character, not an economic one, and
that the main inspirers of the strikers contemplate not the improvement of workers’ life but
the revolution.9 At the same time, the newspaper recognized workers' rights to prosperous life,
but suggested that they protect their interests in legal ways.10 The newspaper saw the solution
to social problems in Italy and all of Western Europe in the legal field, contravening the very
reasonability of revolution in this part of the world (where a broad middle class existed, of
which there was no trace in Russia) and proving that “in the West it is necessary and
sufficient that the natural economic evolution and wise legislation continue to smooth the
angles.”11
Taking this into consideration, it becomes clear why the fascists, who during 1919-22
declared louder and louder about themselves in the field of political and physical struggle
against the socialists (then also against the communists), were interpreted by Albertini’s
newspaper in two ways: on one hand, fascism was, although radical, a forced reaction to the
lawlessness made by the socialists on the streets of Italian cities (and that’s why fascism was
justified); on the other hand, fascism was new and in no way better lawlessness (and that’s
why it was a phenomenon of the same order as the revolutionary socialism). On the pages of
the Corriere, both of these approaches interchanged and varied in different ways and ousted
each other at different times – depending on the circumstances.
Let us give a detailed account of both tendencies. From 1919-22 the Corriere more and more
attentively followed the new political phenomenon with Benito Mussolini at the head, and
analyzed its aims. Already by October 1920 Albertini’s newspaper had expressed the
apprehension (fair, as it then turned out) that fascism, assuming the role of rescuer from
Bolshevism, could dare to make a coup d'état and establish a dictatorship. The Corriere was
utterly opposed to this scenario: “In the struggle against the permissiveness of the communists
5
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and of the anarchists there is no need for another permissiveness of the fascist elements; but
there is a need for the national harmony and a policy without extremes and without
weaknesses towards the disturbers of the public peace…”12 On the second page of the
newspaper s regular heading, titled Conflicts was organized. It was dedicated to street
struggles between the fascists and the socialists. Here the Corriere adhered to the position
above the battle, and just reported about the course of conflicts and their victims. One of
many such messages (19th July 1922):
“The Lavoratore, a leading socialist organ, has been released in the evening with a notice
about resumption of the general strike next day. At 9 o'clock on the square of Cavour a young
man was selling copies of the periodical when four ‘black shirts’ passed by him. They were
going to a train station to meet a friend from Turin. The seller showed a copy of the
Lavoratore to those four and they answered with jeers and mocking words. Then the young
social-communist fired a revolver at one of the fascists and shot his jaw through. The other
fascists also were wounded because of immediate exchange of fire between other
communists, that came running, and ‘the black shirts’ ”.13
Together with neutral estimates of the conflicts between the socialists and the fascists, there
was a quite noticeable tendency for the Corriere to consider fascism as the lesser of two evils,
and furthermore, as the secondary one and derivative of socialism: “In short, the ills, the
government intends to fight more resolutely, did not begin with the fascist eruption, but with
the long-preceding socialist provocation”14; “Fascism is a creation of socialism; of that Italian
socialism, which, since it had become numerically strong, was the least intellectual, the least
scrupulous, the noisiest in Europe.”15Large-scale acts of fascist violence were criticized by the
Corriere16, although this criticism concerned only the methods that “the party antagonistic to
the subversive parties”17 used in the struggle against the socialists (for Albertini’s newspaper
it was important that this struggle was not waged beyond the bounds of law).
By 1922, Italy was being eaten from inside by the acute post-war crisis for a couple of years
already. The governments changed every few months, leaving a mess behind; the
parliamentary political powers demonstrated low political culture and inability for
constructive work. “The majority does not exist,” the Corriere states with despair, “what does
exist is an assemblage of people that stands together until new conveniences mature.”18
According to the Corriere, the socialists were the ones who made the best use of the crisis, for
them “the temptation to board a fragile ministerial boat is always alive.” And “ministerial
crisis for them is a lottery: they don't risk anything and expect to gain something.”19
12
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In these unstable conditions the popularity of the National Fascist Party was rising, and the
non-democratic fascists were often considered to be the rescuers. The Corriere was aware of
these tendencies: “The government of many, the government of the parties, the government of
the chatterboxes, and ambitious men of Montecitorio [The Italian Parliament] looks so much
disgusting, vain and powerless, that the idea of the dictatorship little by little came to lose the
haze of terror and tyranny that it used to have. It is believed that a strong, wise man would be
able to save the country from extreme ruins.” But what is to be noticed here is that Albertini’s
newspaper strongly opposed the afore mentioned way of crisis solution: “The only guarantee
of salvation from the error, from the disaster is not a dictatorship, but a discussion.”20 The
Corriere defended the crucial principles of the liberal state. The more probable the fascists’
rise to power became, the more insistently this defense manifested itself on the pages of the
newspaper. It is no accident that in October of 1922, when the current political situation made
the fascists’ entry into the government unavoidable, the number of ideological articles in the
Corriere increased. The newspaper led the apologetics of liberalism. For example in the
article The Liberal Piedmont it is accentuated that the history of united Italy is the history of
a liberal state21, and in the editorial The Liberal State, Albertini’s newspaper tried to fit the
future fascist government into liberal frames asserting that “even a government composed
exclusively of the fascists will be able to realize the liberal program only” and “to aim at the
reestablishment of the truly Italian state, the liberal one.”22 It is evident that this was not
a prediction, but another attempt to persuade the fascists to take power into their hands by
means of elections, instead of breaking the law.

The policy of the newspaper after the March on Rome
Mussolini’s coming to power as a result of the March on Rome is interpreted by the Corriere
as “a fascist uprising” and “the collapse of all the established authorities”, but at the same
time the newspaper expressed hope for “wise and energetic work of the government.”23 The
point is that this way of treating the government became a pattern, which was in use in the
Corriere until July 1923. A typical editorial of this period began with criticism of the
government because of different outrages of fascists and ended with a cautious approval of
such and such initiatives or with a tactful attempt to impose on the government the
newspaper’s viewpoint (sometimes the order was reversed). In any case, on the one hand
there were positive reports about the power of the state: “The government has deserved within
a few days the right to our well-disposed wait”. On the other hand, the Corriere tried to stand
its ground: “It is necessary that the work of government be seriously discussed from time to
time and that the voices of free public opinion be listened serenely and attentively.”24

20
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Reacting to Mussolini’s disrespectful statements about Italian Parliament, the Corriere
admitted the Prime Minister’s opinion to be partially right, but “having said about the Camera
[of deputies] as many bad things as possible and what it deserved, one should acknowledge
that the Parliament is indispensable. Among all the civilized nations there was invented
nothing better or, if you like, lesser evil. We are certain that the Hon. Mussolini is assured
about it as much as we are.”25 In January 1923, Albertini’s newspaper recognized Mussolini’s
merit of national renovation, saying that the fascist leader should be helped in this regard
– because at least there was no alternative to him (“Who wants the return of old and worn-out
parliamentary leaders?”26). But at the same time the Corriere noticed that “one cannot pass
the genuflection, the adulation, the adoration off as loyal and cordial collaboration,” making
its position clear by this. In March 1923, in response to Mussolini’s article in monthly the
Gerarchia, in which the Prime Minister criticized the liberal ideology, Albertini’s newspaper
spoke out with loud affirmations: “It is of our concern to insist on our disaccord with the
statements of Mussolini.” But having expressed many critical judgments, the newspaper once
again made a concession to the power of state: “Whatever the fascist government has done
and will be disposed or able to do of good, the fascist government has done it and will be able
to do it successfully according to the liberal principles.”27 We can find a lot of such
affirmations in the newspaper.
As to the reasons for this half-and-half position of the Corriere toward the fascist
government, we agree with Italian historian of the press Glauco Licata, who considers it
‘indisputable’, that in 1922-23 the Corriere tried to pacify Mussolini, ‘to return him to
reason’, and that is why as late as June 1923 “sought not to seem an opposition newspaper.”28
With lesser confidence, Denis Mack Smith wrote about it, assuming that there was
“a component of calculated adulation of the regime, in order not to push it to the
extremes.”29Such hopes of Luigi Albertini, as well as of his fellows, seem to be naïve only
post factum – before Mussolini’s rise to power and sometime after the March on Rome almost
all Italian liberal-democratic intelligentsia were assured that fascism would sooner or later
become legal. In the liberal camp we can find only solitary examples of publicists, who from
the beginning had no illusion about fascism. Among them, we ought to mention the young
director of the weekly review Rivoluzione Liberale Piero Gobetti and one of the outstanding
authors of the Turinian La Stampa Luigi Salvatorelli. However, there is one important thing
that should be remembered here – for Gobetti and Salvatorelli some social-communist ideas
were not extraneous, that is why it is logical that these journalists, unlike the other liberals,
did not feel grateful to fascism for its anti-socialist function30.
25
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But the most liberal journalists were sharply opposed to the building of communism in Italy,
and that is why they staked on the fascists (the only valid alternative to the socialists), hoping
for fast and easy liberalization of them. For some time even Giovanni Amendola – the
director of Roman daily newspaper the Mondo, which went down in history as distinctly antifascist – shared this illusion. Like Albertini, Amendola before the March on Rome saw the
danger of Bolshevik revolution in Italy, understanding that Italy was “the most suitable
garden, after Russia, for the Bolshevik plant”31; like Albertini, Amendola recognized, that
fascism “partly was a reaction to Bolshevism and partly repeated and deepened the mistakes
of pre-war and postwar socialists.” Like Albertini, Amendola invited fascism “to the field of
our civil struggle,” by saying: “Let [fascism] come armed with constructive ideas if it has
ones, and with civil methods.”32 In Albertini’s style, in April 1923, Amendola combined rigid
criticism of the fascist government for the suppression of political liberties with naïve (from
the present-day point of view) appeals “to the Italian consciousness and to the patriotism of
Mussolini and other better fascists’ for the purpose of inclining them toward the restoration in
Italy of “the real legality and the real order.”33
It is important to say that this half-and-half position of the Corriere (and of the Mondo)
should not be unquestionably condemned, as it is in the judgments of Piero Gobetti or Marxist
researcher Paolo Alatri.34 Gobetti, overwhelmed by the thirst for revolution, after the March
on Rome longed for the overthrow of Mussolini’s government. His Rivoluzione Liberale
states: “Our opposition is so uncompromising, that we refuse to analyse the programs or to
collaborate criticizing.”35 The editors ofthe Corriere and the Mondo in the beginning were
looking for possibilities to realize their initiatives under Mussolini’s government, that is why
they took a constructive position, and it would be unfair to identify it with unscrupulousness,
or a will to sit on two chairs, or a betrayal of their own principles.
However, a really significant difference between the two newspapers (the Corriere and the
Mondo) was in their stand after spring/summer of 1923, when it became clear that the
liberalization of fascism was not going to happen, and when because of outrage of the fascist
armed bands it became dangerous to publish the press, which is out of government control.
The Mondo had the courage to confront this, starting an open struggle against the regime, but
the Corriere on the contrary stopped publishing critical (or any other) judgments regarding
domestic politics, assuming the role of a purely informational newspaper. The readers were
frankly informed about this change in the tactics in the editorial of the 14th of July 1923: “But
the moment is coming in which the most independent spirits prefer to reserve for better times
the judgments and the comments, limiting themselves so far to their informational duty and
leaving to everyone their own responsibility. They prefer this than to be dependent on
31
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uncertainty of paralyzing controls and to be taken by anxiety and by tortures of humiliating
and unconstitutional threats.”36
This tactics was followed by the Corriere for about a year – with rare, exceptional deviations.
The researchers note the elements of passive resistance in Albertini’s newspaper in the
publication of fragments from parliamentary stenograms with voices of opposition deputies,
and also in quotes from the opposition newspapers (first of all, from the Mondo).37 But this
could not justify Corriere’s decision to wash its hands at the crucial moment for the country,
yielding to the pressure of the state and to the threats. After deputy Matteotti was murdered
(June 1924), Albertini resorted to open an opposition struggle, but it was too late. Mussolini
was already controlling more than two thirds of the parliament, the legitimate mechanism of
state censorship was in working condition. In the very Corriere’s editorial staff a part of
journalists adhered to fascism. Precious time was lost, the most influential and the most
widely circulated Italian daily newspaper remained silent in that historic moment when its
contribution to the struggle against dictatorship could have been decisive. In this context, we
agree with left-wing critics of Albertini, particularly with Paolo Alatri, who said: “Luigi
Albertini has always started to close the cattle shed after all the cattle had run off.”38 The
Corriere’s director would never see the “better times,” on the 28th of November 1925 he was
forced to leave the newspaper. After that, Albertini moved away from journalistic life, and
dedicated himself to scientific work.
In contrast to Albertini, Giovanni Amendola stood to the end in the defense of principles in
which he believed: liberalism, constitution, freedom of speech. As a result Amendola was
brutally beaten in December of 1923, but this did not hinder the Mondo’s director to continue
his oppositional struggle and even to stand at the head of a consolidated antifascist opposition
(so-called Aventine). As a consequence, in July 1925, Amendola was beaten again. This
significantly harmed his health and on the 7th of April, 1926, he died. A similar misfortune
overtook Piero Gobetti, who fell ill after being beaten by fascists and died in February, 1926.

Conclusions
1. The position of Italian daily newspaper the Corriere della Sera in the years during
consolidation of the fascist dictatorship in Italy was mixed, unstable, and dependant on
political situations. The history of the reception of fascism in the Corriere is to be divided in
following periods:
– The period of situational alliance, which lasted until Mussolini came to power. Fascism was
examined in the context of its struggle against Italian Bolshevism and was partially placed on
the same footing, and partially approved in front of Bolshevism (till October 1922);
36
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– The period of ‘constructive opposition’, when the Corriere criticized the illegal acts of the
fascist ruling top and the fascist armed groups, but at the same time made attempts to
liberalize the fascist government and to impart to it law-abidance by means of demonstrating
partial allegiance (November 1922 – July 1923);
– The period of voluntary silence, when the newspaper refused to express opinions regarding
the 'domestic' politics because of government pressure, limiting itself to informational articles
and reprints (July 1923 – June 1924);
– The period of belated resistance, when the Corriere took a purely antifascist position, which
could not have had any special significance, because of increased strength of the regime and
resolute control over the printed word (June 1924 – November 1925).
2. The destiny of the Mondo’s director Giovanni Amendola and the Rivoluzione Liberale’s
director Piero Gobetti, as well as the numerous examples of attacks on editorial offices of
oppositional newspapers prove that Albertini’s anxiety about himself and about his newspaper
was not unfounded. But we can also say, that the claims to Albertini from the side of those
journalists that struggled against the regime to the end of their lives were not groundless
either.
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THE PROBLEM OF VALUES IN THE
ARGUMETATION THEORY: FROM ARISTOTLE’S
“RHETORICS” TO PERELMAN’S “NEW
RHETORIC”
Abstract
The Author presents the problem of values in the argumentation theory. Paper focuses on the topic form a wide
perspective, starting from the ancient Greece and finishing with the Chaim Perelman’s concept.
Key words: rhetorics, values in the argumentation theory

For the first time the thesis about the axiological dimension of argumentative activity was
expressed by Aristotle. However, this fact is not widely known, because it’s usual to reduce
the logic of Aristotle to his apodictic–the deductive theory of the syllogism. Such reduction,
for example, is strongly pronounced in the historical studies of famous Polish logician
J. Lukasiewicz [Lukasiewicz 1951], and also in the writings of many of the modern logicians,
analyzing the actual issues of syllogistic [Corcoran 1994]. In this interpretation the fact that
Aristotle's logical system includes two parts: apodictic and dialectics is completely ignored.
The latter one is appropriately regarded as the version of the argumentation theory in its own
way, built over the doctrine of the syllogism. Three of Aristotle’s treatises are mainly devoted
to its description.
The main issue of the argumentation theory is the explication of the structure of
argumentative discourse, represented as a process in which two differently oriented strategies
are found. One of them aims to defend a controversial thesis, the other one –to attack it. In
Aristotelian the realization of both the strategy of defending, and the strategy of attacking
involves the use of "topos". In literature on the history of logic, this term is adopted to
translate as "common place" and gives it a sense of commonly held opinions. This
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interpretation identifies the topos with arguments, the content of which is more general in
nature. The example of such understanding of the topos is the situation in which the thesis
"a slice of a lemon is smaller than the lemon" is argued by the commonly held opinion (topos)
"a part is less than the whole."
In "Topics" two types of the topos are analyzed: meaningful and formal. The topos of the first
type pose as axiological meaningful statements, which act as general rules and can be used to
defend a number of theses. Such topos are certainly referred to a value. For example, such
meaningful topos in "Rhetoric" are the most common interpretations of "good" (common
bonum).The topos of the second type determine the certain rules of inference: for example,
topos "when we prove that it is inherent to one, we’ll refute that it is not inherent to any" is
based on the direct syllogistic inference (inference according to the logical square). It should
be noted that it would be wrong to identify the topos of the second type with the rules of the
inference; it would be more correct to state that these topos implicitly contain the certain rules
of inference. Hence, the interpretation of them as an argumentation scheme is possible.
As an example, consider the Aristotelian formal topos, containing inference by analogy as an
inference rule. The first step of this inference is to establish the thesis, which acts as
a statement. The second step is reduced to the adducing of an argument or a set of arguments.
In the next stage the necessary logical connection between the arguments and thesis, the
connection in the form of implication, is set due to the topos. The fourth step is to establish
the truth of the argument. And finally, the truth of the thesis is approved.
Based on this example, it should be noted that the formal topos as the argumentation scheme
implies the consideration of the argumentation not as a two-way process in which both
speakers actively interact, but as the process, coming mainly from one side of the
communicative act, when only one speaking activity is meant – one who defends thesis or
attacks it.
The formal topos should be characterized according to the criterion of its compliance with the
following features of the argumentation scheme [Van Eemeren, Grootendorst, Henkemans 1996]:
The argumentation scheme must have a beginning and an end. The beginning is the same for
both the strategy of the proof and the strategy of refutation and involve the presentation of the
thesis as well as the determination of different viewpoints. For the strategy of proof the end of
the scheme is reduced to the statement of the thesis. For the strategy of refutation the end of
the scheme is reduced to either the statement of the falsity of the thesis or the statement of its
uncertainty, when the thesis is neither proved nor disproved. In the latter case, the strategy of
the refutation is not aimed at the thesis itself, but at the arguments, substantiating it, or to the
connection of the arguments and theses.
The argumentation scheme is characterized by a sequence of steps which must be certainly
defined. Thus, the strategy of proof must realize the following sequence: the presentation of
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the thesis, the adducing of the arguments or their combinations, the approval of implication "if
arguments are true, a thesis is true," the statement of the truth of the arguments, and the
inference of the truth of the thesis. For the strategy of refutation the sequence is as follows:
the expression of doubt in the truth of the thesis (the starting point for this strategy is already
presented in the thesis), the adducing of a counterargument or its combination, the approval of
the implication "if counterarguments are true, the thesis is false," the statement of the truth of
counterarguments, and the inference of the falsity of the thesis. It should be noted that the
possible "side" steps, conventionally established in each concrete case on the basis of
mutually shared expectations, are excluded in the situation of the realization of the
argumentation scheme. Because such mutually shared expectations are not significant in the
process of the argumentation. The notion of "argumentation scheme" only emphasizes the
logical aspects of argumentation in their specific unity with its content aspect.
The realization of the argumentation scheme should take into account the rules of inference
by which the truth of the arguments (counterarguments) approves the truth of the thesis /
antithesis for the strategy of proof / refutation. These inference rules implicitly exist in each
scheme and are implied by the participants of discussion throughout the debate.
According to formal characteristics of the considered topos as the argumentation scheme it
follows that the presence of mutually shared expectations and mutual obligations are not
fixed, as well as the requirements for recognition of the argumentation scheme by the
participants of discussion are also excluded, that is the communicative aspects of the
argumentation remain beyond the analysis, and the logical procedures of proof and refutation
are only in the forefront. A completely different situation is with the meaningful topos. For
which, on the contrary, the communicative aspect of the argumentation is the acceptance of
the viewpoint of an argumentator by a recipient on the base of the shared persuasion, which,
as one shall know, is largely based on values.
As an example of meaningful topos, we give the following understanding of the “good”: "We
call a good what is desirable in itself, but not for the sake of anything else, and to what
everything eager to and to what everything would eager, if it was endowed with intelligence
and practical sense, and is what creates and saves similar things and what these things are
connected to’ [Aristotle].And really, the main exists on its own and its parts depend on its
existence, so the main from the position mentioned above states that “good” is more desirable
at the same time.
Aristotle’s doctrine about topos is widely used in the scientific argumentation of scholastic
scientists and served as the main logical-methodological base of traditional science. However,
this doctrine was subject to severe criticism because of "seldom appliance."
Instead of the doctrine about topos, deductive logic is increasingly used in logic and science.
As a result of these intellectual processes, specific ideal of scientific knowledge formed since
the XVII century, according to which proper scientific knowledge should be value-neutral,
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and for this it should spotlessly substantiate from the positions of deductive logic and
mathematics. Subsequently, this ideal was named “leibnizeanski”. Throughout classical
science, it served as the indisputable value of scientific knowledge. In the middle of the XIX
century mathematical logic as the unique organon of exact sciences was created on the base of
this ideal. This kind of logic became the expression of the deductive power of scientific
knowledge in itself. It would seem that Aristotle's doctrine of the topos will be forever
forgotten, and will have only archival interest.
But from the middle of the XX century the cultural situation around the science and scientific
knowledge changed markedly. The public began intervening directly in setting up scientific
aims, and the obvious priorities of those scientific research which have significant importance
were outlined in the scientific knowledge itself. The time of fundamental science was
gradually ending, giving way to technical and applied knowledge. This was all being
accompanied by a rapid increase in the social significance of communication technologies in
all fields of human activity. This cultural situation could not lead to a new logical tradition,
relevant to the ideas of mathematical logic. This tradition was named informal logic or
argumentation theory.
The writings of the following authors were at the origins of the formation of the new tradition:
Toulmin, S.E. The uses of argument (1958); Kahane, H. Logic I contemporary rhetoric. The
use of reasoning in everyday life (1971); Thomas, S.N. Practical reasoning in natural
language (1973); Resher, N. Dialectics (1977). Thanks to these writings the status of such
traditional disciplines as dialectic and rhetoric was gradually relived, and the interest in the
heritage of Aristotle's logic was also renewed.
To the greatest extent, still existing interest in the problems of argumentation was initiated
with the concept, which was built up by Belgian logician Chaim Perelman [Perelman,
Olbrechts-Tyteca].
At the dawn of his creative blossom Perelman adhered to the concept of neopositivism and
was interested in logical and philosophical problems, related to the field of law to varying
extents. During his further own theoretical research Perelman concluded that the appliance of
the logical means, developed within neopositivism, is impossible towards the analysis of
reasoning about law. Lastly, based mostly on value judgments, which, in turn, should be
regarded as devoid of empirical basis, and therefore the argument containing them should
seemingly salute as irrational. According to logical ideas of neopositivizm, rational one is
a statement that is verified either by means of empirical observations, or is deductively
derivable by means of the rules of formal logic. Nevertheless, Perelman marks that every user
of language, including a lawyer, very rarely cites formal evidence for his conclusion. In most
cases, he tries to justify it by the use of judgments. This affects every day conversation and is
especially typical for the practice of law.
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According to Perelman, the activity for justifying his statement should be rational regardless.
Hence, he notices there is an urgent need to create the argumentation theory, which would
complete the already developed mathematical (formal) logic. This theory must first of all deal
with discourses, using value judgments, i.e. with these discourses, which cannot be resolved
either through empirical verification, or formal proof, or both combined. Perelman and
Olbreht-Tyteka’s new rhetoric became one of the first versions of such theory.
According to the authors’ opinion of the new rhetoric, the subject of informal logic includes
specific examples of the argumentation that took place in the science and law discourse.
Based on this definition of the research subject, they perceive the description of these
argumentation schemes as their aim that can be successfully applied in practice. As a result,
the neorhetorical theory of argumentation is a pragmatic model and doesn’t bear normative
character – does not establish the rules and regulations to which the argumentation must be
made.
The name chosen to describe their conception by the authors is aimed to emphasize the
following aspect: this theory inherits the basic content of classical rhetoric, rooting back to
Aristotle's treatise "Rhetoric". On one hand this is expressed in the understanding of rhetoric
as a branch of knowledge that describes in what ways argumentative (by Aristotle
– dialectical) techniques that can be used to convince a concrete audience, i.e. certain
recipients. On the other hand, it is expressed in postulating that the argumentation always has
its main aim to influence those to whom it was addressed initially (this effect consists the
formation of the persuasion of a concrete audience or in a motivation to action). Hence, the
correctness and rationality of the argumentation is simply the functions of the fact of its
success within the audience to which it was addressed. Thus, in both rhetorics, (Aristotle’s
Rhetoric, Perelman’s New Rhetoric) the meaning of the audience is fundamental, and has
particular importance for all conceptual constructs.
In the neorhetorical conception of the argumentation the existence of two different types of
persuasion are postulated. The first type of argumentation is argumentation itself, which is
acceptable to everyone. The second type of argumentation refers to the cases of the
argumentation in which the process of argumentation is successful and effective only with
respect to a particular person or group of people. According to the authors’ opinion in "New
Rhetoric" the difference between two types of argumentations is conditioned by the difference
of audiences to which the argumentation is addressed and to which it should influence.
Therefore, taking the division of argumentation types into consideration, two types of
audiences are introduced. The first type is any locally organized group of people (the situation
where only one person is not excluded in the group). The second type of audience is defined
by means of ideal construct, a "universal audience", implying the inclusion of every rational
person in this generalized group of recipients. The construct, "universal audience" is
a guarantee of rationality of the argumentation.
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Returning to the types of persuasion, it should be emphasized that it is the first type of
persuasion that describes those cases when the argumentator builds his argumentation in such
a way that it can have an influence on any recipient, (i.e. in general, on the universal
audience). In every concrete situation the argumentator is able to decide himself whether he
considers his audience as a "universal audience" or not; in this case his decision will depend
on the final aim of the argumentation. However, it shouldn’t be forgotten that the visions of
the "universal audience", i.e., of the content of this ideal construct, may be different for both
the different argumentators and in various auditoriums.
On the basis of the marked differences between the two types of persuasion, Perelman
identifies two types of dialogue: on one hand, heuristic dialogues, and on the other, eristic or
polemical dialogues. For marking the first ones he uses the term, discussion; for the second
ones, debate. The first kind of dialogue has axiologically positive value, and the second one,
on the contrary, has negative connotations. The difference between these two types is reduced
to the following: during the heuristic dialogue the argumentator, using rational methods of
persuasion, tries to persuade his recipients in the correctness of a thesis, while the recipients
are considered as part of the universal audience by the argumentator, i.e. as rational judges. In
the-eristic dialogue, the argumentator tries to influence the viewpoints of the audience, to
convince in the correctness of its view point or to give it a motive to some action, using any
arguments and argumentation schemes, i.e without taking into account the positive
assessment of his actions on the part of the rational judge.
Perelman preacts the classification of argumentation schemes with the description of the types
of the arguments which are used in the argumentative process. There are two main types of
arguments: the first argument is related to reality (facts, truths and presumptions), the second
one is referred to the arguments, related to the fact that is “more preferable” (values, the
hierarchy of values and topos). The arguments of the first type pretend to be approved by the
universal audience, ones of the second type – for the approval of the local audience, as they
always have to deal with the specific preferences of the concrete audience.
Facts are arguments, which can’t be the subject of discussion. Facts – are statements about
reality, they are recognized as true by every rational person and do not require further
explanation. Truths are a system of complex relationships between facts. In consequence
everything that is related to the facts is applied to them. This system of complex relationships
between facts is a scientific theory. Presumptions – are the arguments in which it is not stated,
but assumed to a certain degree of probability that a certain state of affairs is present, and it’s
initially suggested that these hypotheses will be confirmed in the future.
Values expresses the preferences of the local audience. They serve as the guidance in the
selection of viewpoints and the basis for their formation. In the neorhetorical theory of
argumentation the concept “value” is very important. According to this approach, the values
supported by this or that audience, are the criteria for determining the accept ability or
unacceptability of various points of view for the recipients. However, more important for the
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argumentator is a hierarchy of values, which in a greater degree characterizes the local
audience as unique and original. Topos, expressing the preferences of the definite local
audience, are very general in nature and may serve as arguments for many different
statements made in the argumentation. For example, to justify the statement “you should be
agreeable to the job which is offered to you”, it may be topos as “a bird in the hand is worth
two in the bush.” It just tops to constitute the logical and communicative base for both the use
of values, and for the use of their hierarchy.
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Paweł Przywara*1
BREAKING NEWS AS BREAKING TWEET? THE
UKRAINIAN CRISIS CASE
Abstract
Can tweeting replace covering breaking news in some way? In the following paper I am trying to answer the
questions 1) whether any tweet can be informational since its receiver has to know the context of the piece of
information that the given tweet is to cover, and 2) if ‘informational’ tweeting can be free from typical
weaknesses of the news media as cyberhoaxing, rumours spreading, misinformation, news framing, etc. The
main problem of ‘informational tweeting’ is its 1) high speed – the speed which does not allow to verify (what is
tweeted) properly and 2) very small semantic content that entails different meanings of what is tweeted for real.
Key words: Informational tweeting, breaking news, information, rumour, news framing, fact

Since the „SMS of the Internet” or – more precisely – Twitter became one of the most popular
ways of social e-communicating, the website has turned into an area wherein news is covered
every day. The phenomenon of, so to speak, informational tweeting – appears especially
during political, social and other crises, when journalists and reporters tend to cover news live
and, certainly, as quickly as they can (illustration 1).
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Illustration 1.

Illustration 2.

The journalists or reporters are not the only ones who tweet to inform media audiences,
however. The second and quite large group is politicians themselves as we shall see below.
The tweeting occurs in order to get the public informed as fast as possible. We could clearly
see this in the news media during the Ukrainian political and humanitarian crisis of February
2014. The beginning of the crisis was in November 2013, when the president of Ukraine
refused to sign the agreement with the EU in Vilnius. That piece of news was tweeted then by
the Lithuanian president – and that tweet was published by Polish news media (namely
tvn24.pl – the most popular informational website in Poland):
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Illustration 3.

When the Ukrainian crisis reached its peak and there were lots of victims from the fights
between the government forces and the anti-government protesters in Kiev (in February
2014), there were top political meetings organized with the participation of European
politicians (from Poland as well). As tweeted, the Polish minister of foreign affairs,
R. Sikorski when he came to Kiev in the morning, describing what he had seen:

Illustration 4.

Sikorski tweeted some more information about his and other officials’ meeting in the
afternoon:
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Illustration 5.

That tweet (in the process of the news framing) was connected by the website editors from
tvn24.pl with such a photo (illustration 6) which, as we can simply assume, was not taken by
Sikorski but most probably by some reporters in Kiev:

Illustration 6.
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Moreover, the photo was not showing officials or politicians, but rather some members of
special forces preparing to fight with protesters. As we see, both messages of Sikorski’s were
in English, as if they were addressed not to Polish receivers only, but to the international
public opinion (similarly Ms. Grybauskaite’s tweet quoted above was in English, not in
Lithuanian) at first. These tweets, and those two below,

Illustration 7.

Illustration 8.

can be examples of the voices (or opinions, decisions made, etc.) of politicians, that are
published, aired, addressed, etc. to the public without any press conferences, briefings,
interviews or spoken remarks recorded by the reporters. However, there is a problem if those
tweets are official statements of the whole institutions (like NATO or ministry) or of the
politicians themselves as private persons only. The tweets do not seem to be someone’s
private beliefs, of course. And if they had been private only, they would have not been
published in any news media as something really important. In the example of the A. F.
Rasmussen’s tweet above, presented on tvn24.pl website (which I marked in blue), the
content of the tweet is described (in Polish) as the official opinion of the Secretary General
and also as his appeal to the Russians. It is not an appeal of someone, who is one of numerous
Twitter users – it is the appeal of the Secretary General of NATO.
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What if the Russians did not follow Rasmussen on Twitter on time and did not retweet? They
could receive the Secretary General tweet via news media (not Polish but international or
Russian), so they could not miss his message (we can be sure that Russian journalists and
analysts follow foreign media continuously). But we, as the news media users or consumers,
cannot be sure if Rasmussen’s tweet is the statement formulated after some kind of discussion
between all countries joined in NATO (or prime ministers and presidents of the NATO
members). Firstly, it is more probable, that it is a warning that is supposed to influence
possible Russian military decisions (namely to stop them somehow until it would be too late)
– before the members of NATO start discussing taking other steps with respect to the critical
situation. Secondly, the Rasmussen’s tweet is supposed to inform the public, that NATO
observes the developments in Crimea.
Why does the news media so easily and often reinforce a media hype with some politicians’
tweets? The answer is very simple. The message sent by the official seems to be more verified
than that sent, spoken, covered, aired, etc. by any reporter or journalist. The news consumers
will put their trust in officials’ tweets faster and easier than in the media coverage. Of course,
those tweets are parts of the media coverage, but the audience treats the tweets as something
special, even unique, something written and published by the best informed persons (better
than journalists themselves). That way politicians can frame the news in their own way – and
journalist can only add their commentaries or interpretations to the news sent by officials.
Nevertheless, it is quite plain that without the special ‘transmission’ via the news media all
the officials’, tweets would not be spread so widely in the social world, especially within the
adult audiences. As we can see below, in the US the great majority of American adults do not
use Twitter at all, and only 8% of the adult Twitter users consume news on Twitter:

Illustration 9. Source: http://www.journalism.org/2013/11/04/twitter-news-consumers-young-mobile-andeducated/
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We can assume that similar situations can be in other countries (in which Twitter is
commonly used). Hence the journalists have to select some tweets (ignoring thousands of
other ones) that seem to be important and then publish them in the news media. But does any
journalist report any facts that way or is it just someone’s points of view? More generally
speaking: can the informational tweeting report on facts since it is strictly connected with the
wide contexts (historical, social, political, institutional etc.), which should have been known
to a potential addressee of the given tweet?
The importance of the context of any tweeted (informational) message is easy to understand
when we get back to the BBC Breaking News tweet quoted at the beginning of my paper:

Illustration 10.

Is it a piece of information yet or just a rumour already? What can we learn from the sentence:
At least 1 dead…? Is the mentioned person dead because of the protest? Is he a civilian or a
soldier, policeman etc. Is he Russian, Ukrainian, Tatar? We assume that it must be him not
her because in other way the BBC reporter (Daniel Sandford from BBC News) would have
tweeted it differently: At least 1 woman dead… Is his death caused by the protest or protesters
(was he killed? By whom if so?) – or accidentally (a natural cause)? Such questions can be
added, for we do not know exactly what is said to us in the BBC tweet. Of course, we can
think that at least 1 dead – but do we know any fact connected with the situation in political
Simferopol that way? Thinking about political problems from the point of view of ‘body
count’ can be universal (namely: something very bad is happening there), however it cannot
give us any answer what is really going on there and what can be serious solutions of the
serious problems. Moreover we cannot be sure if the death is the first and after a while there
will be another victims.
In the article, Ukraine Crimea: Rival rallies confront one another that day (namely on 26-th
of February 2014) later we could read: One person died, probably from a heart attack, during
the face-off outside parliament in Simferopol (http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe26354705). Did we learn something more than that from the tweet? Probably from a heart
attack. Probably. Then we still could not be sure. So we could ask ourselves – if it had been
any important information at all? We could use our imagination and picture this dead person
as the first victim of the protests – but was that assumption accurate and true, since during the
next hours there were no more dead outside the seized parliament building in Simferopol?
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Illustration 11.

Informational tweeting by some reporters can be the fastest way of news reporting today
because the journalists can text a given message being witnesses of some events – they do not
have to wait for cameramen (they can take some pictures with their smartphones as well). But
does ‘fast’ mean ‘good’ and ‘truthfully’? Is the impressive speed of such reporting (or ereporting) not a threat to journalistic objectivism and accuracy – does the speed leaves enough
time for proper verification of facts? Is a tweet, as a form of a text message, not too sketchy to
report what really and exactly happened or is happening ‘here and now’? There is no doubt
that if an addressee of the tweet does not know the context he/she is not able to make any use
of the (quite sketchy) informational content, for he/she cannot connect some facts (he/she
knows very few isolated facts). Even if he/she understands what is written and even if he/she
thinks that that is an important message (since the news media repeats it), he/she might not be
able to get to know why it is important. He/she has to learn more to understand what political
and historical processes are covered in the news media. And even having known about the
context he/she cannot be sure if the tweeted news is not just a cyber hoax:
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Illustration 12.

Can we be sure if the vehicles are Russian at all? Can we be sure if the photo is not a fake?

Illustration 13.

In the commentary above (in Polish) from the news website Gazeta.pl, we can read that there
are doubts whether the photo is not a fake, since it is impossible to see the signs on vehicles
and we do not know if the photo is taken on the day in which it is circulating all over the
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Internet. And that commentary is quite OK, but if the content of the photo is not verified at
all, then why does the news media use it as a picture of some events?

Illustration 14.

However, the above-mentioned problem of the right knowledge of the news consumer is
important; the second one is the problem of the reporters’ knowledge about what is really
going on, especially, what the facts are – and whether the reporters can definitely and
personally verify what the facts are. With tweeting there appears to be a thin border between
a piece of information and an ordinary rumour or urban legend. We could see that during live
coverage on the BBC News website when Sanford (referring to the ‘crowd’ of protesters)
tweeted that the Ukrainian president Yanukovych had resigned (and the BBC reporter added:
Hard to confirm at the moment).
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Illustration 15.

Stanford also, during his stay in Kiev, tweeted earlier, that Yanukovych had gone to Kharkov:

Illustration 16.
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Of course, the BBC reporter, being in Kiev, could have received a verified information about
Yanukovych’s visit in Kharkov, but soon it showed that escaping Yanukovych (whose private
residences had been opened to the eyes of citizens then)

Illustration 17.

was not seen in Kharkov and then there spread some rumours of his escape to Russia or even
his death, until he came back in the news media after a few days of his absence – during the
Crimean crisis – as the president who did not agree with the politico-revolutionary changes in
Ukraine, and until Russia granted him protection:

Illustration 18.
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Illustration 19.

As we can see in the screen above, one of the BBC journalists tweeted (on 22-nd of February
2014): Lots of fireworks going off Independence Square. Do they know something about the
fate of President Yanukovych? Lots of rumours. And we could not be sure if the tweet was
informational yet, or if it just told us that there were some rumours around the BBC reporter.
And if so, why publish it on the BBC News website?
By the way, some rumours about Y. Timoshenko (the ex-prime minister of Ukraine which
had been imprisoned until the day of the Yanukovych’s escape from Kiev) were some parts of
the BBC news coverage as well. Some people tweeted Timoshenko had not left the hospital
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Illustration 20.

whereas the others had been waiting until she had been freed - attaching some photos from the
places they tweeted:

Illustration 21.

Connecting a tweet with a photo can be some way of solving the problem of the weak
contextuality of the tweet (that contextuality has to be reconstructed someway by the news
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media to make the tweet understandable, comprehensible to the audience). When we see what
a reporter is writing about, it is easier to understand what is happening there:

Illustration 22.

That presentation of the news, even if giving us some knowledge about the situational context
of the event, however, it does not give us any wider, historical knowledge about the sociopolitical problem (and its roots) then – so we cannot be sure who is right and who is wrong in
that conflict. We just learn that something is going on and that it is not good.
Why is it that the Crimean situation is not clear in the news media suddenly? Because not so
long ago (during the Kiev revolution) we were informed that anti-government protesters in
the streets are on the right side and now (in Simferopol) it seems that anti-government
protesters in the streets are on the wrong side. And it is not so funny as it looks like, since
there are vivid ethnic differences between Crimea and the west part of Ukraine, and when we
learn that Crimea had been ‘gifted’ to Ukrainian SSR in 1954 and earlier (for two centuries)
had been a part of Russia (What is so dangerous about Crimea?
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-26367786).
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Illustration 23.

The general problem of the lack of knowledge (of the news consumers) about the context of
some important events covered by the news media had been analysed by a group of Canadian
journalists who for few days used only Facebook and especially Twitter to learn something
about the world or to be in contact with the news media that way. The experiment had been
performed in August 2009 in France, and its participants did not use any other websites or
informational sources to check out how far they (as the journalists) can be informed in such
an isolation (http://web.archive.org/web/20110715062407; www.pearanalytics.com/blog/wpcontent/uploads/2010/05/Twitter-Study-August-2009.pdf). The results of the experiment
showed that Twitter, 1) can help a journalist find some unique and private story, 2) spread
rumours, gossips and urban legends and 3) limit the range of the news media influence, since
digital communities tend to congregate around interests or issues. As J. Tremblay writes in
the article, the selection of what is tweeted is necessary:
While social media networks can be a personalized resource for news, it is virtually
impossible to work eight hours a day, take care of the kids, regularly ride the train to work
and back, read books and articles, follow what hundreds of people are tweeting at the same
time, and click on the links they suggest and end up absorbing anything fully. Even with a
deliberate focus on doing so, as we had for those five days in the absence of any distractions,
this was hard.

This is one reason why I so firmly believe that traditional news media outlets are still
essential—as the people who can provide reliable journalistic content, which then forms the
backbone of Twitter’s links. This is not to say that any others who can bring additional
knowledge and information into the mix shouldn’t do so. They should, but having this
foundation built by the practitioners of journalism’s standards and ethics is vital.
However, it is not explained in the article linked above what methodology had been used in
that experiment. For example, whether the participants used only their e-friends tweets or the
institutions’ (spokespersons etc.) as well, but it is certain from the experiment, that Twitter
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cannot be the main and accurate informational source for many more reasons than the three
mentioned earlier. Without the right context the audience cannot decode the message in the
tweet, even if it is coded in a tweeted photo.

Illustration 24.

So the elementary question is: do the receivers/addressees know a fact from a tweet; is a tweet
factual? Can any tweet fulfil the conditions connected with journalistic daily routine? Or is it
just another phenomenon of infotainment, sensationalism and tabloidization? A tweet is quick
(and sometimes the fastest message during the rush hour of breaking news), but is it always
verified and valuable? If the process of verification of information becomes unimportant in
journalistic practises, we – as the audience of the news media – shall not be able to
discriminate between the news and rumours, facts and fiction, and we shall know less about
the world around us, not more.
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Kamila Potapiuk
LITERATURE AND TRANSMEDIA IN SOCIAL
NETWORK SERVICES – CASE STUDY: THE LIZZIE
BENNET DIARIES
Abstract
The article is about a new trend in the United States which brings literary characters into Internet existence as
a rightful member of online community. The border between fiction and non-fiction worlds becomes devaluated.
There is no difference between narration and authenticity. The basics of every project are vlogs which are
composed into Web series. The projects employ cross-media platform storytelling technology especially in social
media, which is known as transmedia. Nowadays, Web series – imitations of literary characters vlogs – show
that YouTube commentators and Twitter or Facebook users are truly valuable, because they are essential
elements in making the projects come into being. Projects are minded to interaction – fans dictate what to
produce and how the story will develop. It is innovative because with this attitude the costs of production can be
cut. Questions, which the author asked in her piece of work, are: what kind of tools transmedia has used in The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries and how the situation of the project presents after nearly one year from ending the project.
Other aspects touching the advantage of such projects and issues are: who are the receivers of the show and if
the creators did influence young people to read the original story. Finally the marketing and financial aspects
are also mentioned.

Key words: literature, transmedia storytelling, social media platforms

Introduction
Since many years up to now, creators - of the films or TV series based on novels – obtruded
the way of reception. Nowadays, a new kind of Web series – imitations of literary characters
vlogs – show that YouTube commentators, Twitter or Facebook users are truly valuable,
because they are essential and indispensible elements of making the projects come into being.
In 2012 on the Internet began the project, which in 2013 won an Emmy Award and has earned
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nearly half a million dollars. This product – The Lizzie Bennet Diaries – was (and still is)
absolutely gratuitous for everyone and thereby gained thousands of fans and imitators. It is
a modern adaptation of Jane Austen‘s novel Pride and Prejudice and has been running since
9. April 2012 to 28. March 2013. Undoubtedly this work affected previous attitudes towards
Transmedia and was an inspiration for other creators.
The basis of the project was the YouTube platform. The whole story was based on the video
diary of Lizzie Bennet, 24-years grad student of mass communication. Her vlog was a part of
her student thesis project, however the content was about her daily private life. During 100
episodes of The Lizzie Bennet Diaries other characters has been appearing – her sisters and
friends. Furthermore, this project was also spreading through many other social media
platforms such as Twitter, Tumblr, Lookbook or Pinterest, which creates a vast and connected
world. It was created by Hank Green (Co-Creator, Executive Producer, Editor, Post
Supervisor) and Bernie Su (Co-Creator, Executive Producer, Director, Head Writer,
Showrunner). The producer of the series was Jenni Powell. From the perspective of this
article there were two other people especially important: Jay Bushman – Transmedia Producer
and Alexandra Edwards – Transmedia Editor1. In production took part 12 actors.

Modern story versus original story
Obviously, the original story was written 200 years ago by an English lady named Jane
Austen as a novel of manners. In short, the book is about five unmarried Bennet daughters:
Jane, Elizabeth, Mary, Kitty, and Lydia. Their mother - Mrs. Bennet is desperate to see them
all married, that is why she is incredibly happy when a young gentleman with a good fortune
– Mr. Bingley – appears in neighborhood. He has also two sisters and a friend, William
Darcy. In a modern adaptation, Elizabeth Bennet changes her name to Lizzie and she has only
two sisters: Jane and Lydia. Mary is portrayed as her “nerd” cousin and Kitty is Lydia’s cat.
Mrs. and Mr. Bennet never appear before the camera (except few second of the last episode
where viewers can see the back of Mrs. Bennet). Other characters also have changed their
names and even surnames, inter alia:
BOOK NAME
INTERNET NAME
Charlotte Lucas (a friend of Lizzy Bennet)
Charlotte Lu
and her sister Mary
and Maria Lu
William Collins,
Ricky Collins
(Lizzy’s cousin)
(Lizzie’s schoolfriend)
Charles Bingley
Bing Lee
and his sister Caroline Bingley
and Caroline Lee
Colonel Fitzwilliam
Fitz Williams
(Darcy’s cousin)
(Darcy’s friend)
Schedule 1 - individual elaboration.

1

http://www.lizziebennet.com/team [date: 28. 02. 2014]
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In addition, there were also tangential characters of the novel which were not or hardly
mentioned during whole Web series, inter alia: Uncle and Aunt Philips, Mr. and Mrs. Lucas,
Mr. and Mrs. Hurst or Uncle Gardiner whereas Aunt Gardiner was transformed into
Dr. Gardiner – a lecturer on Lizzie’s university. Unfortunately she has never appeared before
the camera likewise Lady de Bourgh, who was only portrayed by Lizzie during her “costume
theatre”. In addition, her daughter Anne was transformed into a dog named Anniekins.
Indeed, there were also some smart changes made to the plot. We can say about four of the
biggest ones. First of all – Charlotte Lu becomes a business partner to Mr. Collins, not his
wife as in the original novel. In Jane Austen’s times there were a lot of marriages of
convenience and Charlotte’s marriage was just one of them. In the modern version, Charlotte
also accepts the proposition of Mr. Collins as a sensible solution of her financial problems.
Therefore, the scale is comparable. In the same way, the history of Lydia Bennet was
changed. In the book, she has eloped with Wickham, what in XIX century was a huge shame
for the family. To portray precisely this situation and feelings of disgrace, the scandal was
replaced by the sex tape of Lydia available online, which William Darcy had to take off.
Moreover Darcy’s estate of Pemberley was rearranged to Pemberley Digital – his company,
which now is real and innovative Web video production company that specializes in the
adaptation of classic works onto multiple platforms. Finally, the end of The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries is also a bit different from the book, because there is no marriage but only successful
relationships as a result of social changes in the period of 200 years2.
As a conclusion, can be said that the creators of this project put a lot of effort into the
reflection and adaptation of the psychological and social aspects changed by the time.
Moreover, they used a lot of verbal games and connotations as well as references to popular
keywords and youth slang which makes the adaptation more interesting; however, still
faithful to original. It can be said that the ideas of the authors of the show was coherent with
the style of Ms. Austen. Consequently, fans were more involved in the project.

Transmedia storytelling in social media
The Lizzie Bennet Diaries was spread out of the created world of a novel. In fact, there were
many active characters’ social accounts. Heroes and heroines were meant to be normal
internauts with a problems of normal people, which made the show more intelligible for the
audience. On Twitter, we can see inter alia dialogues between Gigi Darcy and Fitz Williams,
read Lydia’s desperate tweets to George Wickham, or see the photos of Lizzie and Darcy
spending their time together in San Francisco. Besides that, all characters have other
personalized social accounts on different social network services. On Pinterest or
2

More about changes in plot you can read in article written by Myles McNutt:
http://www.avclub.com/article/webseries-phenom-the-lizzie-bennet-diaries-made-it201003?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=ShareTools&utm_campaign=default [date: 28. 02. 2014]
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LOOKBOOK one can see a fashion blog of Jane Bennet. George Wickham has an account on
a free dating site OkCupid. Fans of the series can also watch Ricky Collins' advices about
living on YouTube or see his profile on LinkedIn.
The project is said to have changed the face of storytelling3 – creating and developing stories.
Mainly, it is because of the way in which the multiple platforms allow the audience to interact
with an old, well-known and – above all – linear story. This “perfect ecosystem of a story
world”4 is believed to be a shining example of Transmedia. The Lizzie Bennet Diaries
integrates story components, multiple platforms and, probably the most important, internauts
interaction5. Up to now the creators of series, serials or movies has been obtruding the model
of reception on viewers. In this project, YouTube commentators, Twitter and Tumbler
followers or Facebook users are indispensible – The Lizzie Bennet Diaries came into
existence equally thanks to official creators and the audience.
Retired Senior Vice President, Media & Technology at the American Film Institute – Nick De
Martino has written on The Huffington Post: what's new here is the idea that storytellers can
create deeper experiences for their audiences when they unfold a story and its world via
multiple venues, and when they invite consumers to participate meaningfully in that world
– especially when they do so from the outset of the project 6. Creators of The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries divided the simple story into millions of pieces and encouraged the audience to
compose the pieces into one coherent unity as they like. One can watch only Lizzie’s vlog,
another person can watch whole series with the videos of other characters, one can only
follow Lizzie’s Twitter account. One can be an interactive fan who writes comments, creates
fandom works or just inactive, passive user. The variety of choice is enormous.
According to Bernie Su’s presentation located on a Transmedia SF meet up7 YouTube
account, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries Transmedia is not the requirement (‘punishment’) for the
viewers, on the contrary, it is meant to be an encouragement to immerse into an interactive
story world. The Lizzie Bennet Diaries features several ways in which fans can connect to the
story and interact with the characters directly, for example by Questions & Answers videos
(shortly: Q&A), responds to comments, tweets, sharing the fandom’s works on the official
accounts. An expanded content reveals characters and plot – thanks to this the entirety seems
more real. There is also a fulfillment to the videos, such as photos taken during parties on the
meetings only mentioned in videos, inter alia Ricky Collins and Charlotte Lu have taken
a photo of themselves at a Halloween party, which took place after 59 episode. Consequently,
all these elements are coherent integrity.

3

http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2013/10/the-new-old-way-to-tell-stories-with-input-from-theaudience/280682/ [date: 28. 02. 2014]
4
Ibidem [date: 28. 02. 2014]
5
Ibidem [date: 28. 02. 2014]
6
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tribeca-film/future-of-film-why-transm_b_890330.html [date: 28. 02. 2014]
7
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITv5ryeAWm0 [date: 28. 02. 2014]
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Steve Rubel, director of insights for Edelman Digital8,wrote in Forbes that Transmedia
storytelling is the future of marketing and, for those who use it, there’s a first-mover
advantage there9. By using variety of social media platforms to interact in these projects, fans
could conduct creators during the running of The Lizzie Bennet Diaries and influence them on
what to produce and how the story will develop. Importantly, audience feedback can cut costs
of the production. Thanks to this interaction with fans, authors knew what to improve or
change, or from what they should resign / cancel. The creators of the project used revenue
streams which include whisper marketing, conversion advertising, merchandising, affiliate
marketing and expansion of the story into an alternate format (known as a novelization). The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries project managed to make and sell 5,800 DVDs (re-packing of existing
content to an alternate format), because that was what the fandom requested10. Due to this
data, it can be presumed that marketing is in the center of transmedia storytelling in the social
network services. Even if this form is potentially more advantageous than any other marketing
form used before. Above all, it is based on the interaction with clients.

A glimpse at the statistics of the social media platforms used in the project11
YouTube
There are six official accounts, which give together more than 9 hours of watching and nearly
160 episodes. Many accounts give an illusion of space on the Internet, allow viewers to see
the main plot from different perspective and compare different points of view.
YOUTUBE ACCOUNTS
LizzieBennet
TheLydiaBennet
PemberleyDigital

EPISODES SUBSCRIBERS
110
238 477
33
83 007
6
106 735

MariaOfTheLu

7

24 644

CollinsandCollins

6

9 110

GGDarcy

0

6 244

Schedule 2 - individual elaboration.

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries account has 238 477 subscribers. In comparison with Pemberley
Digital, which has already made one other short Web series Welcome to Sanditon and now
produces Emma Approved, the modern adaptation of Pride and Prejudice has two times more
subscribers than the company. The first episode of the show was seen 1263573 times. 16539
8

a division of Edelman, large PR Company
http://www.forbes.com/2010/10/11/google-eric-schmidt-bieber-facebook-social-networking-storytelling-steverubel-cmo-network.html [date: 28. 02. 2014]
10
http://blogs.imediaconnection.com/blog/2013/09/17/case-study-how-%E2%80%9Cthe-lizzie-bennetdiaries%E2%80%9D-creator-has-changed-the-face-of-storytelling [date: 28. 02. 2014]
11
[date: 23.02.14]
9
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people clicked “like” and only 284 “dislike”. YouTube account Pemberley Digital firstly was
firstly used as a platform, on which Gigi Darcy tested Domino program, but then Pemberley
Digital became known as a true company. (By putting all the future shows on this channel,
creators do not have to drive people to new YouTube channels when new shows come out 12,
but on the other hand, they will reduce the space, which is formed by transmedia).
CollinsandCollins account has similar amount of subscribers to account of an actor, who
played Ricky Collins - Maxwell Glick (mrcheezypop – 8 780 subscribers)13.
Twitter
After YouTube, Twitter is the most important social media platform in The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries project. Generally there are 16 accounts, though two of them are official. The rest
belongs to characters of the show. Below there is short statistic and data nearly year after
finishing the project14:
ACCOUNTS
TWEETS FOLLOWERS
PemberleyDig
212
19 082
TheLBDOfficial
1557
32 378
TheLizzieBennet
577
39 332
WmDarcy
95
26 470
TheLydiaBennet
362
23 538
LooksByJane
127
23 267
TheCharlotteLu
289
20 262
TheMaryBennet
79
12 276
TheKittyBennet
34
13 528
GGDarcy
341
23 804
Bingliest
92
18 090
That_Caroline
204
14 395
FitzOnTheFitz
92
16 673
TheGWickham
81
12 156
MrRickCollins
57
11 345
MariaOfTheLu
74
6 445
Schedule 1 - individual elaboration.

As we can see, even after such a long period of time, there are thousands of followers on each
account. We can observe that there is no relation between the amount of tweets and the
number of followers. Surprisingly, the cat’s profile TheKittyBennet, which are additional and
not important for the whole plot animal hero, has more followers than few characters’
accounts, e.g. Mr. Collins or George Wickham. Additionally, there is one more relation.
12

http://www.pemberleydigital.com/emma-approved/faq [date: 28. 02. 2014]
http://www.youtube.com/user/mrcheezypop [date: 28. 02. 2014]
14
[date: 28. 02. 2014]
13
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Particularly, mostly all the in-character accounts have more followers than actors, who played
them, on their official Twitters. (Excerptions: Julia Cho who played Charlotte Lu, Briana
Cuoco who played Mary and Ashley Clements have more followers than the characters, who
they played).
Facebook and Tumblr
These two other important platforms are “business cards”, which gather everything in one
place - they put videos, links to other media platforms, screen shots of tweets, articles or
fandom works. There are 6 accounts on Facebook and 7 on Tumblr. Generally, there are two
official sites: Pemberley Digital and The Lizzie Bennet Diaires. Other pages are dedicated to
the 4 heroines. Even though, the life of characters as internauts has been created mainly on
Twitter. Nevertheless, the official Facebook Page of The Lizzie Bennet Diariesis now liked
by 41999 internauts, which is more than on Twitter (32 378). From the other hand, Lizzie
Bennet was followed by more people on Twitter than on Facebook:
NAME
Lizzie Bennet
Diaries Official
Lizzie Bennet

ACCOUNTS
https://www.facebook.com/LizzieBennetDiaries
http://thelbdofficial.tumblr.com
https://www.facebook.com/TheLizzieBennet
http://lizziebennetdiaries.tumblr.com
Jane Bennet
https://www.facebook.com/LooksByJane
http://looksbyjane.tumblr.com
Lydia Bennet
https://www.facebook.com/TheLydiaBennet
http://thelydiabennet.tumblr.com
Charlotte Lu
https://www.facebook.com/TheCharlotteLu
http://thecharlottelu.tumblr.com
https://www.facebook.com/PemberleyDigital
Pemberley Digital
http://pemberleydigital.tumblr.com
Maria Lu

http://mariaofthelu.tumblr.com

LIKES
41 999
31 925
11 169
11 553
7 747
8 802
–

Additionally, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries project used other platforms: Google+, Pinterest,
GetGlue, LOOKBOOK, Linked.In, OkCupid, Thisismyjam. On these social network services
there were single, individual accounts for different characters. Finally, there were four official
sites: Lizziebennet.com, Pemberleydigital.com, Collinsncollins.com and one really important
for the plot of the story: Lydiabennettape.com (inactive now). This short review of used social
media platforms shows a vast, created world, which gives an impression of reality. As
a result, the audience is deluded that written characters are authentic human beings.
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Fandom power
In 2013 The Lizzie Bennet Diaries received Primetime Creative Arts Emmy for Original
Interactive Program in the “Outstanding Creative Achievement In Interactive Media
– Original Interactive Program” category15. Despite the fact that the project was finished on
28March 2013, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries is still growing in popularity. The series continues
to be successful because they are changing the way people watch and immerse themselves
within their favorite works of art – which fans were already doing online with fan art, fan
mixes, role-playing communities, etc. Even after a year, no other web series has come close to
popularity of the LBD - we can read in the article written by Molly Freeman16. Bernie Su said
he sees the show as the “true definition of web,” because it uses all platforms - primarily
video - to tell an enhanced story. “The show is really about social sharing,” he says. The
army of fans, he has managed to assemble, is even able to manipulate the plot based on their
feedback, comments, and tweets17.
Internauts, who are fans of transmedia projects, can be a strong power in publicity – they
become engaged wholeheartedly. They are trendsetters of this online products and brand
ambassadors all over the world. Diversification of fans shows another aspect of transmedia
–internationalism. The audience from all over the world can watch every episode or see
tweets / posts at the same time on social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr,
Pinterest, LOOKBOOK, Instagram and others, which tell and enrich an immersive story that
transcends across multiple formats. As a result of availability, fans transform original
products into user-generated content (in short: UGC). In this project fandom works were often
published on official accounts. From the statistics published by Pemberley Digital on July
2013 (four months after ending of the project)18 we can see:
- number of pieces of LBD content found online by Google:12 100 per month,
- the amount of artistic works of LBD fandom on Deviantart: 260,
- the amount of artistic works of LBD fandom on Fanfiction.net: 364,
- number of the global Google searches for “The Lizzie Bennet Diaries”: 3.56 mln.
Nowadays19 after research in Google „The Lizzie Bennet Diaries” still one can find
circa567 000 results on the Internet, circa 753 000 results in „film” category, 1 350 000
results on the Internet and 2 580 000 results in „film” category from „Lizzie Bennet”20.
According to the statistics21 90% of the audience were females and only 10% males. That
makes 70% of total audience women under 25.In comparison to this, 13% of Twitter
15

http://www.lizziebennet.com/press-release [date: 28. 02. 2014]
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followers were women, 87% men, which is comprehensible. Firstly, Pride and Prejudice for
many women is one of the most romantic stories. Secondly, Lizzie is an everyman student
sample with problems, which bother most of the students, making it easier to believe in
character; inter alia Lizzie finally has “a free upgrade to the new phone which everyone else
bought two years ago”22 as, we can presume, most of the young and not wealthy people. One
of the YouTube commentators, Jesse Munoz has written: LBD was popular because it felt
real and sincere. It felt like Lizzie was an actual human being posting videos online and not
an actress filming up close in front of a camera, especially since in the series Charlotte
"edited" the videos, adding her own personal touches like the annotations here or there and
having The Lydia Bennet as a companion to the series. All of this only served to add realism
to the show23.Additionally, not every person who watched the Web series read Pride and
Prejudice before. There was a big group of fans, who didn’t know the plot at all. Some of
them were convinced that The Lizzie Bennet Diaries was a real vlog of a real student24.
Additionally, fans of this show made a lot of different groups dedicated to the show on
various social media sites, e.g. on Deviantart or Facebook. The community fandom is also on
Reddit.com25. One of the most known groups is The Seahorses26 - people who met during
whole series on hangouts and still love The Lizzie Bennet Diaries. Another big group
(especially of women) is Janeties - people who love Jane Austen’s works and everything
connected with them. Moreover, creators of this project supported fandom initiatives. The
best example is Socially Awkward Darcy (in short: SAD)27 – profile made by a fan of the
series - Ana Bárbara Levinspuhl. Socially Awkward Darcy is a fan managed Facebook page
destined to help you truly immerse into the transmedia experience of The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries webseries. Now this Facebook Page started on 9 April 2012 and it is liked by 9012 28
people. The most popular age of “likers” is 18-24 – the same as on The Lizzie Bennet Diaries
official Facebook Page. There are 6 female administrators, who together administrate another
profile, Knightley Disapproved, related with new Pemberley Digital series – Emma
Approved, which is an adaptation of Jane Austen’s Emma. On Facebook Page Socially
Awkward Darcy there is inter aliaa list of all links connected with The Lizzie Bennet Diaries
project or pieces of fandom works. There one can also find The Complete LBD Transmedia
Booklet in PDF29. This 230 pages help to guide everyone who was not able to follow this
transmedia storytelling and thanks to this, they can tune into the story developing.
Furthermore, there is also SAD Tumblr30, 8tracks31 and Pinterest32.During one of the
21
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Hangouts33Bernie Su said that this is "great fun", a game between the creators and the fandom
community.

Crowdfunding
The Lizzie Bennet Diaries firstly was an experiment funded by Hank Green “out of his own
pocket”34 and shot in the real room of Jenni Powell35. Bernie Su said “We created a lean
budget that would still allow us to pay everybody, but be flexible enough where if we wanted
to continue, we could. (...) We did 12 weeks of self-funded content (...) Then we were fortunate
to have a YouTube AdSense account that was strong enough to continue funding months four,
five, and six. (...) Sahil Patel in his article adds: The growth in audience also raised the
attention of numerous parties interested in acquiring or financing the show. (...) Eventually,
the creators decided that the best partner for the show was DECA, a digital media company
that operates numerous women-focused YouTube channels, including the MCN Kin
Community36. Hank Green said that “DECA came in and said we will fund the rest of the
series”. In the article we can read that in exchange, DECA acquired partial ownership of
“The Lizzie Bennet Diaries” as well as the ability to package the show in any upfront deals it
negotiated with advertisers. With both DECA and “The Lizzie Bennet Diaries” seemingly
geared toward women, it felt like the perfect patch. (...) Once the show made back DECA’s
investment, the creators were able to earn more money, which once again went back to
paying the cast and crew. DECA’s investment also signaled the beginning of Pemberley
Digital, a new production studio based on a company that was owned by the Darcy character
in “The Lizzie Bennet Diaries.”37.
Creators made up another idea of funding their work – a crowdfunding project. Crowdfunding
is the collective effort of individuals who network and pay money to support efforts of
something initiated by others (variety of activities, projects, ideas, from different branches).
Kickstarter – is the world's largest funding platform for creative projects from various fields
(e.g. film, music, art, games, comics, photography). Thanks to platforms like this one, young
people present their works or ideas extensively, promote them and their ideas, gain the
affection of fans – clients and test their ideas on a basic level. Time, in which Kickstarter The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries gained scheduled goal $60 000, took less than 3 hours and total income
from the project has come to $462 405. 7 158 people paid from their own will 38. The funding
period of this campaign was March 22 2013 to April 23 2013 (31 days). Average pledge paid
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by LBD Kickstarter backers was $64.6039. The budget was meant for manufacturing and
fulfillment, DVD content creation, short-series production (Welcome to Sanditon) and just-incase money40.
The pledges were various – from $10 to $1000 “…or more” and it was depended from each
person individually. There were 303 backers who paid $10-$19 pledge, for that price there
was A "thank you" in our DVD Liner Notes. The most willingly payable amount of money,
which paid 3051people, was “$55 or more”: Thanks on the DVD liner AND The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries full series 8 disc DVD set. Including all episodes from Lydia, Maria, and Gigi. 10
short features, 20 episode commentaries, and interviews with the cast members and creators.
Furthermore, another popular pledge was “$75 or more” (paid by 1278 people) - BY
POPULAR DEMAND The LBD Edition of Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen with an
introduction by Hank Green AND the LBD DVD set. Nevertheless, only one person paid
“$500 or more” - The DVD, plus all four button packs, plus Mr. Collins will record a voice
mail for you, AND Mr. Collins will make a personal "Better Living" video for you. He will
correspond with you on the video before telling you "how to" perform a certain task, and
YOU get to pick the task. Reasonable requests in variations will be considered for content41.In
fact, the highest pledge and few others were limited. Consequently, there were only two
people who paid “$1000 or more”. The award for paying this amount of money was: The
DVD, plus all four button packs AND YOU (or a persona you create) will be an official
character in Welcome to Sanditon (…)42.On the whole, we can say that nowadays if people
see that producers care about the audience and make an efforts for them, they will love the
show wholeheartedly and will support it and fund it – even above the expectations as
a compliments for the hard work. On the other hand, creators have to be prepared for small
amounts of money from different fans rather than huge sums.

Conclusions
This subscribed phenomenon is turned over to confirm the hypothesis that today
entertainment has to be interactive. The marketing success of The Lizzie Bennet Diaries, it’s
won awards and numerous imitations give evidence of the fact, that popularity of this kind of
entertainment will be growing because of the demand. The project was (and still is) the
inspiration for other young creators. Nowadays, there are few projects made by fans,
professional and unprofessional creators, who do this for fun, rarely for funds, inter alia:
- The Autobiography of Jane Eyre, based on Charlotte Brontë novel Jane Eyre,
- Tell Tale Vlog loosely based on Edgar Allan Poe poem The Raven,
- Green Gables Fables based on Lucy Mound Montgomery Anne of Green Gables.
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Here, we should mention other two projects of Pemberley Digital: Welcome to Sanditon
based on unfinished novel of Jane Austen Sanditon and another her novel Emma, which is
now produced as Emma Approved. We can risk the statement that the interactive
entertainment provokes people to discover literature from another point of view, once again.
Consequently, it affects the popularity of written pieces. The culture, which became niche in
XXI century, as a consequence of the changes and digital platforms happens to be online and
because of that became popular again.
Another issue is that the classical plot transferred into XXI century is changed, as well as
characters. Even if the heroines and heroes from Pride and Prejudice are iconic characters, in
the project they are adapted to be not the human beings from the XIX century, but modern
models of different personalities and subcultures – e.g. nerds, hipsters, fashion bloggers,
„normal” people, and party animals. The creators of The Lizzie Bennet Diaries projects made
them once again original, true, and interesting for nowadays audience. Thanks to the attention
given to the receivers of the show, one of the methods which contributed to the success of The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries was whisper marketing. The diverse audience was dedicated to the
show, despite the common opinion that everyone nowadays is completely egoistic. Although
in many countries there is a problem with piracy and people do not want to pay for cultural
events, in this projects fans all over the world paid a lot for the work which was in general
absolutely for free. The special fandom, which was created out of the control of the show
coordinators, was really dedicated to the project. On the other hand, producers allowed and
allow the use of the product for making fandom works, not threaten fans for using fragments
of episodes in fan-made movies. They cooperate with the audience, which is really important
for the era of the Internet and other growing projects follow these steps. Besides that common
feature, we can figure out other similarities, inter alia: vlogs are filmed from the perspective
of main character - the author of the vlog is the titled hero (or more often heroine).In The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries the story is told primarily through Lizzie’s video blogs, but in the same
time she is supported by her and other characters social media streams. Another common
feature is that YouTube and Twitter are main social media platforms in building transmedia
storytelling. Hank Green said that YouTube website makes it possible for talented
personalities to be “discovered,” even if they’re just working out of their bedrooms43. Most of
this projects begins (or lasts through the most of the story) without or low budget, like in The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries. Without the benefit of a corporate partner or the support of a major
studio, the series became a cult phenomenon with a devoted fanbase, a case study for how to
tap into the expansive potential of the webseries form44.
Moreover, this form of promotion of literature has affects on popularity of reading among
young people, but it also has entertaining and marketing function. These series are dedicated
for specific groups of people: bookworms and fans of the concrete titles, but also for people
engaged into the modern, network series. This internauts, by their dedication towards The
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Lizzie Bennet Diaries, attracts others to familiarization with the project. There were cases that
fans were reading Pride and Prejudice in parallel with the series. Another aspects is that many
students have to read Jane Austen’s novel as an obligatory reading. By the new, untypical
adaptation more young people did or do read the story willingly. The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries takes a contemporary approach, weaving details and dialogue from the novels with
storylines and characterization that better reflects 21st-century sensibilities45. At the same
time, the Webseries remains quite faithful to the original that the plot still falls into place
– clever changes were savvy decisions. Despite the general concentration on the love story
between Lizzie and Darcy, in the series (as it in Pride and Prejudice with reference to
Regency period in England) there is a lot of “description” of nowadays life in the USA's
young generation. Above all this is a story about friendship and sisterhood.
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